EXPRESSION ECRITE
Question B
You are an old Spiderman fan.
Write an email to Axel Alonzo (editor-in chief to Marvel Comics) to tell your position about the idea
to replace Peter Parker (Spiderman) by a half-latino and African-American actor.
Bellefontaine, 1/6/2020
Dear Axel
Deciding to create a new, modern character reflecting the changing face of comics and society is
absolutely desirable and a good thing. I wholeheartedly endorse it,
I think such characters deserve a fresh start. It's likely time that Marvel considers slowly aging and
killing off their old heroes and start replacing them with newer, better heroes.
Spiderman/Peter Parker has been in existence since before I was born and yet, according to the
comics, is still younger than I am.
However, While the writing will be different, i fear the characters will remain largely the same and so
will the challenges they face.
Miles is a little different from Peter. He didn't want to take up the mantle of Spider-Man. However,
after watching Peter dies, Miles felt convicted. He starts to take up the mantle of Spider-Man. He
stays reluctant on being Spider-Man, but he always manages to come back after watching innocents
get put in trouble.
As he was also beaten by a radioactive spider similar to the spider which has given power to Peter
Parker. The main difference here is the spider contained Oz formula along with the radioactivity.
That gave some additional powers to Miles. Miles can generate venom punch, venom blast,
energy web generation. He also got Regenerative Healing Factor.
To conclude, I will say that it is positive to replace Parker by Miles Morales. I think that this move
goes with the normal change in the modern society which has become ethnically more diverse.
Morales is both latino and afro-american. He is probably an ideal character to embody the
diversity of America.
Marion Hughes

